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LIBERTY PARTS TEAM
Wholesale service parts for HP, Lexmark, Oki and Samsung
OEM printer parts
For when you need to go to the source.

2nd-Source OEM printer parts
Many factories make OEM parts.

Third-party printer parts
A reliable new-part option and the only option after the OEM is discontinued. LPT tests
and tests and keeps testing to ensure we offer the best third-party parts available.

Remanufactured printer parts
The advantages are clear.
• LPT fusers are remanufactured in the USA. Many of our competitors have theirs outsourced to Mexico.
• Components are proven by years of testing &
successful use
• Each and every LPT remanufactured assembly is thoroughly tested in a printer with a
working cartridge.
LPT’s commitment to quality has earned it the
confidence of service organizations coast-tocoast and around the world.
(608) 268-7600 ◆ lbrty.com
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COMPANY NEWS

Get Your Guide
Our 2016 QRG offers part numbers,
PINs, diagrams and more
Liberty Parts Team has been providing
wholesale laser printer service parts since
2005. Most of our staff has been working
with printer parts for two or three decades.
To help customers find the parts they need
we offer the Best Printer Quick Reference
Guide. The guide contains part numbers and
model specifications for HP LaserJet and Lexmark laser printers. Color diagrams accompany selected models. A DesignJet section,
PIN codes and other appendices round out
the guide.
The 2016 edition went to press at the end
of August 2015. All part numbers and appendices were checked and updated as necessary. It features:
• Ninety-eight new printer models
• Longer part number lists
• Five new diagram sets
Regular users of the guide should note
that, to save space and/or improve usability,
a number of changes were made to the structure and organization of the guide. We used
to give Color LaserJets in the 1xxx to 9xxx
range their own section, an idea that seems
outdated. All LaserJet printers, color and
monochrome, are now listed together alphabetically; there is no longer a separate "Color
LaserJet" section. Thus the order is:
1xxx-9xxx
CMxxxx
CPxxxx
Mxxx
Mxxxx
Pxxxx

Other changes include:
• Diagrams reference parts lists directly
rather than a separate parts lists.
• The columns for part numbers and part
descriptions were flipped.
• Redundant information was eliminated.
For example, LJ 3000 now refers the
reader to CP3505.
You may request one free copy of the
Guide with your next order.

SERVICE EDGE is the quarterly laser printer
tech bulletin of Liberty Parts Team Inc.
Editor-in-Chief: David K. Reinke
Editor: Robert Reinke
Technical Assistance from: Dennis Kosterman
and the LPT Tech Support Staff
©2015 Liberty Parts Team, Inc.
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

M4555 Fuser Drive
Asm Replacement

1 DUPLEXER

3 FUSER ENTR. GUIDE

5 CASSETTE

2 OUTPUT BIN

4 FUSER

6 FRONT COVER: SCREWS

The fuser drive
is a gear assembly
on the inside right
rear of the printer
frame, consisting
of five gears on an
irregularly shaped flat metal plate. Its
gears drive the gears of the fusing assembly, while they themselves are driven by the main drive assembly. Its role
and appearance is similar to the swing
plate asm in the 4200 family of printers
and it is sometimes called by this name.
When the gears of the fuser drive assembly wear out, grinding noises during operation are to be expected.
This article describes the procedure
for replacing the M4555 fuser drive
asm, RC2-2432. The M4555 is the
multifunction version of the P4014/15/
P4515 and its disassembly is more complicated. We at LPT Tech Support used
to recommend a two-part approach:
use the M4555 service manual to remove the engine power supply and the
many preceding parts, and then turn to
our website instructions for removing
the P4015 fuser drive gear.
This worked OK, but coping with
out-of-place and missing steps in the
manual while jumping about various
part removal sections proved aggravating.

7 FRONT COVER

4

8 SC CABLE COVER

In response to our customers, we
provide the following instructions, prepared by Dennis Kosterman. In addition
to correcting omissions and step-order
issues in the manual, we note certain
difficulties.
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TOOLS
• pick or very narrow slotted screw-

driver
• magnetized Phillip's screwdriver

(3.5 inch shaft or longer)
• small light for viewing screws
• a needle-nose pliers may prove
useful in step L

9 R RIGHT COVER 10 R LEFT COVER 11 R TOP COVER

A DISCONNECT CABLES. Power off
the printer and disconnect the power cable and other external cables.
B TONER CARTRIDGE. Open the top
of the printer by pulling the release
tab on the right side. Remove and
cover the toner cartridge.
C DUPLEXER. Below the output bin
is the duplexing unit (Fig. 1) or the
duplexing unit cover assembly. Remove it.
D OUTPUT BIN/DELIVERY ASM. On
the left side of the printer, pull out
the output bin and delivery assembly, which can remain as a unit (Fig.
2).

12 DCC SHIELD-PLATE

E FUSER ENTRANCE GUIDE.
1 With your finger, flex the fuser
entrance guide at the point
indicated in Fig. 3 and remove it.
F FUSER.
1 Remove the fuser by squeezing
the blue tabs up & pulling the
fuser out (Fig. 4).
G FRONT COVER

13 SHIELD: CABLE

14 DC CONTROLLER

1 Remove the cassette tray (Fig. 5)
and set it aside.
2 Remove three screws (Fig. 6).
3 Rotate the bottom of the front
cover away from printer to remove
it (Fig. 7).
H IMAGE SCANNER CABLE COVER
1 Remove one screw and remove
the cover (Fig. 8).

15 L R CORNER COVER, FMTR
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I REAR RIGHT COVER
1 Remove three screws and pry
at the two points indicated by
arrows in Fig. 9 to remove the
Right Rear Cover.
J REAR LEFT COVER

16 CONNECTOR PCA

17 FMTR SHLD: 4 SC

1 Remove three screws to release
the cover (Fig. 10)
K REAR TOP COVER (Fig. 11)
1 Remove screw. While pressing
tab, slide cover toward tray 1 and
then lift to remove it.
L DC CONTROLLER SHIELD PLATE
1 Remove six screws (Fig. 12).
2 Slightly rotate the top of the shield
away from the printer. Unplug the
cable indicated in Fig. 13.
3 REINSTALLATION.
Plugging
the cable in requires patience
because of its short length.
M DC CONTROLLER

18 FMTR SHLD: 7 SC

1 Unplug all cables from the DC
controller. There are 34 regular
cables (one of which was already
unplugged in Step L) plus one flat
flexible cable. Take note of cable
routing, and when re-installing,
make sure none of the cables gets
caught behind the board!
2 Remove two screws (Fig. 14).
3 Remove the DC Controller.
4 When reinstalling, note that
connectors J52, J58 and J59 are
empty.
N L REAR CORNER COVER (Fig. 15)
1 Remove one screw.
2 Rotate the top of the cover away
from the printer and slightly raise
and release it.
O FORMATTER (FIG. 15)

19 LVPS: CABLES
6

1 Loosen two screws and remove
the formatter.
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P CONNECTOR PCA (Fig. 16)
1 Remove four cables (two
connectors, one flexible flat
cable, and the image scanner
cable on top). The lowest cable
is more easily unplugged after
performing the next step.
2 Remove two screws and remove
the Connector PCA.
Q FORMATTER SHIELD
1 Remove four screws (Fig. 17)
and seven more screws (Fig. 18).
Remove the formatter shield.
R LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY
1 Disconnect three cables (A in Fig.
19).
2 Unplug three heavy cables (B in
Fig. 19). Release them from the
plastic clips, indicated by arrows.

20 LVPS: 3 SCREWS

3 Remove three screws (Fig. 20)
4 Unwind the blue and orange
cable set from its cable guides
See C in Fig. 19.
5 REINSTALLATION. The metal bar
on the right end of the LVPS needs
to be seated into the plastic on/off
switch actuator when re-installing
the LVPS (D in Fig. 19). Also, as
for the DC Controller, check the
cable routing and make sure none
of the cables get pinched behind
the cage when re-installing.

21 FAN DUCT

22 CONNECTOR CVR

S ENGINE POWER SUPPLY
1 FAN DUCT. Remove three screws
and remove the fan duct. (Fig. 21).
2 CONNECTOR COVER. Remove
two screws. Remove the cover.
3 Remove four screws and two
connectors (Fig. 23).
4 REAR GUIDE: remove two screws
and press the boss (Fig. 24).
Remove the rear guide (Fig. 25).
5 Remove four screws (Fig. 26).

23 CONNECTORS, SCREWS
7
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6 Release wire harness from guide
(Fig. 26).
7 Feed the heavy cables that were
released in step six through the
hole in the rear.

24 REAR GUIDE

25 REAR GUIDE

8 Unwind and separate three sets
of power supply cables from the
lower cable guide. These wires —
one heavy red-and-blue cable, a
bundle of four purple cables and
a short white cable (Fig. 27) — will
pass through a duct in the DC
controller area.
9 Remove the engine power
supply, guiding cables through
so that they do not get caught
and damaged.

26 FOUR SCREWS

27 PS CABLES

10 REINSTALLING. Reversing the
procedure, slide the supply in
first while holding the cables out
of the way, and then feed them
through the ducts).
T FUSER DRIVE ASM

28 TWO SCREWS

30 GEAR

29 TWO SCREWS

31 FUSER DRIVE ASM

1 RW CROSSMEMBER PLATE. This
is a metal piece that attaches to
the rear edge of the metal plate
that supports the laser/scanner.
Remove two screws from the rear
(Fig. 28). Two more screws (Fig.
29) are accessed from the bottom
by inserting one's arms through
the paper tray cavity.
2 GEAR. Locate the fuser drive asm.
It is attached to the inner surface
of the right wall. Remove a gear
(Fig. 30) by prying the retaining
tab away from the shaft and
sliding the gear off.
3 Remove four screws, one at each
corner of the fuser drive asm (Fig.
31). Then pull the drive assembly
away from the chassis, taking care
not to let any of the non-captive
gears fall off.
4 Reverse the above steps to reassemble the printer.
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PRINTER TECH ARTICLE

HP M601/2/3: The
Solid State Drive
Firmware, the computer program
that tells the printer's formatter board
what to do and how to do it, is stored
in memory on the formatter itself or
on something plugged into it: SIMMs,
DIMMs, compact flash cards, hard disk
drives and solid state drives. This article
discusses solid state drives.
SSD versus HDD

The solid state drive is a small, sophisticated memory board. It isn't much
bigger than a digital camera memory
card. It has no moving parts and is
therefore more physically durable and
also faster than hard disk drives, whose
fragile mechanical components must
be encased in a metal package.
Solid state drives have several minuses. Compared to traditional hard drives,
SSD technology is more expensive,
and the size, 4 or 8 gigabyte, is paltry.
Further, it is unable to securely delete
data by overwriting. Because of this,
HP recommends encrypted hard drives
for high-security scenarios in its online
document, Solid State Drive Security for
HP Printing Devices. Most printer series
that employ SSD technology provide a
model with traditional hard drive. See
the table at the end of the article.
SSDs are designed to appear as
hard disk drives to the printer's operating systems and generally plug directly
into the formatter. On others, such as
the M601/2/3, it mounts to the inside
of the metal door of the formatter cage,
and is then connected to the formatter
by cables.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Solid-state drives use integrated circuit assemblies
as memory to store data. Lacking moving components,
SSDs are faster and more resistant to physical shock
than hard disk drives. They also run silently. On the other
hand, they are more expensive and cannot securely delete data via overwriting.

HP LaserJet models & the memory
that comes standard with them
Model

Standard

Part#

CP5525n, dn

SSD - 8 GB

CE707-67901

CP5525xh

HDD - 120 GB

CE709-67902

M525dn

SSD - 8 GB

CF116-67916

M525f, M525c

HDD - 320 GB

CF116-67915

M551n, dn (only)

SSD - 4GB

CF081-67902

M551xh

HDD - 250GB

CF083-67901

M601n, dn
M602n, dn, x
M603n, dn

SSD - 8 GB

CE988-67907

M603xh

HDD - 250 GB

CE502-67915

M630dn

SSD - 8 GB

B3G84-67907

M630f, h, hm, z, zm

HDD - 320GB

B3G85-67903

M651n, dn

SSD - 8 GB

CZ255-67903

M651xh

HDD - 320GB

CZ248-67907

M712n, dn

SSD - 4 GB

CF235-67904

M712xh

HDD - 500 GB

CF235-67901

M4555 (Europe, M. East,
Africa)

SSD - 8 GB

CE502-67914

M4555h, -f, -fskm

HDD - 250 GB

CE502-67915
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256 GB ENCRYPTED HARD DISK
CE502-67915

THE M601/2/3 CONTROL PANEL
AT THE MOMENT WHEN THE X
SHOULD BE PRESSED
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

PREBOOT MENU ACCESS

SSD failure

Preboot Menu: M525

Even though the SSD is physically
more durable than a hard disk, it can
fail. This can show up as a general
failure of formatter functions, or as
the common 49 firmware error, but
most often, the error code will specifically point to the SSD.

After startup, press the logo in the
center of the touchscreen and hold
it until the preboot menu appears.
Preboot Menu: M551,
M601/2/3, CP5525, M4555

These models can take either an
encrypted hard disk drive or a solid
state drive. To access the preboot
menu in these models, press the orange X when all three lights become
lit during the power-up phase. You
should get a blue screen with the
preboot menu listing. You can then
navigate the menu to perform the
necessary functions; on the M4555
the 3 and 9 buttons take you up
and down and the 6 selects. When
finished, go back to the top of the
menu and select Continue. The
printer will then continue with its
normal boot process.

SSD-specific error codes begin
with 98 or 99, followed by a decimal
point and some extra digits that pin
down the error more precisely. Refer
to the service manual for more details about these codes, but you can
also usually get more information by
pressing the “?” key on the control
panel. Common “recommended
actions” are to perform the “clean
disk” function or upload new firmware. Both of these actions are available in the preboot menu, which is
almost always available, even when
the firmware is having problems. If
these actions do not clear the error,
Preboot Menu: M630, M651
you will need to replace the SSD.
After startup, press the logo in
New SSDs are blank
the center of the touchscreen when
Note that even though the SSD "1/8" appears under the logo.
contains the printer firmware, a new
SSD will be blank (i.e., it will not Preboot Menu: M712
contain any firmware). One reason
The Ready and Attention lights
for this is that the same basic SSD will become lit and then go dark
is used on multiple printer models. after startup. Next, an HP logo will
When you install a new SSD, you will appear. Then, for one second, the
have to upload firmware (just as you two lights will turn on again. During
often have to do when replacing a this one-second window, press the
hard disk). The standard procedure X button several times to open the
is to load the firmware onto a USB preboot menu.
flash drive, plug it into the printer’s
USB slot, and then go into the preLPT
boot menu to perform the upload. If
you forget to do this, the printer will
remind you with an error message.
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A ZomBie'S GuiDe To LASER PRINTER REPAIR
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LIBERTY PARTS TEAM LJ PARTS SPECIALS
CE516A-N
TRANSFER KIT FOR M775DN, CP5225, CP5525
NEW: $349.00
CB388A-N
MAINTENANCE KIT P4014/P4015/P4515
NEW $259.00
RM1-1082-N
4240/4250/4350 FUSER
NEW: $209.00
40x4418-R
T650/X651E FUSER
REMANUFACTURED: $129.00
RM1-3717-RA
P3005/M3027/M3035 FUSER
REMANUFACTURED: $89.00
J7934A-R
HP JETDIRECT 620N (10/100-TX)
REFRURBISHED: $54.00
RM1-4559-R
500 SHT TRAY 2/3, P4015/P4515/M601/2/3
REMANUFACTURED: $59.00
These prices are valid thru Nov 1, 2015, while quantities last.

CALL 888-444-8778

